
T}oMTNI*N ScTrNcE PRonLE&t
Homespun Energy
l$early 70olo'of the domestic power generation needs of
America are met using fossi[ fuets. Atmost haLf of the
fuel is coa[, and most of the rest is natural gas. Though
both energy sources are fairty economical, natura[ gas is
sl.ightty cheaper than coal and is now preferred for new
power plant construction and upgrades. Very little electricaI
power is supptied by. oit, which has never been cheap and
has experienced significant jumps in price recentty. Nuclear
energy meets nearty 20olo of the nation's energy demands,
but its cost to the consumer is two to three times as

much as that of natural gas. Peopte sti[[ oppose nuclear
power p[ants because they seem inherentty dangerous and
produce lon g- [ived radioactive wastes. Hydroetectric power
spans coal and nuclear power in cost, but its availability is
limited by geography. Also, it is uncertain whether any new
large power dams wit[ be bui[t jn the United States. What
safe, plentiful. and renewable atternative energy source
could supptement or even reptace the costly, nonrenewable
ones in use today?

I7-t Relotive contrlbution of power generotion sources in ihe United Slotes

for 2006

Source: [nergy I nf omotion Administrotion.' f/e ctrk P ower Annuol 200 6.

can flow around objects and structures, as well as flow through pipes and orifice-s.
For these reasons, fluids exhibit some interesting mechanical properties that have
great significance to the proper functioning of life processes as well as to strictly
physical phenomena. In earlier chapters ws discussed nonfluid mechanics-
the mechanics of rigid objects. In this chapter you will study how Newtonian
principles apply to fluids, a field called fluid mechanics. This area of mechanics
can be broadly subdivided into hydrostatics-the study of stationary fluids in
which all forces are in equilibrium-and hydrodynamics-the study of fluids
in motion.

An orifice is a small opening in a
barrier between two volumes through
which a fluid may flow.

Recall from,earLier chapters thal
fluids were defined as any matter
that flows:,,Such substanCes include
Iiquids, gases, and even some solid-
looking matter such as the ice in
glaciers.
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HYDROSTATICS: FLUIDS AT REST

17.1 The Science of Fluids
Objects can be immersed in fluids, and fluids can pass through objects. Fluids
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The Greek letter rho (p) represents

d*nsiiy.

The *pe;i,ric qr*r.riry {r.#.i of a sub-
stance is the density of the substance
divided by the density of water.

17"2 The pressure on one side of o

hypotheticol plone surfoce is exoctly equol to

fie pressure 0n the opposile side when the

fluid is in mechonicol equilibrium.

i17.2 Density
A major difference between the study of nonfluids and the study of fluids is that
fluids are continuous. If you pour twenty cupfuls of water into a bucket, the water

will assume one unified structure, but if you
place twenty wooden blocks in a bucket,
they will retain their own identities. There-
fore, it is impractical to talk about the water
and the wood in the same way. One conse-
quence of this difference is that the mass of
a fluid sample is less useful than the mass of
a solid. The lienr;i!.r' {$:} (mass per unit vol-
ume) of a fluid is usually more important in
a physics context. Table 17- 1 lists the densi-
ties of some common materials.

The densities in Table 17 -l are given in
grams per cubic centimeter (g/cm3), the
common unit for density. The SI unit of
density is kg/m3. Water's density is i000
kg/m3. Since water's density is not numeri-
cally I in the SI, the densities of other sub-
stances in these units do not indicate their
relative densities directly as they do in the
common unit. However, if the densities of
other substances are divided by the density
of water, then we obtain a relative density
called the si:*r:ij'ii: gr"r*i"i{,, ls.g.i. The spe-
cific gravity of a substance is a dimension-
less number that is numerically equal to the
density of the substance in g/cm3.

17.3 L.lnits of Pressure
We have mentioned the concept of pressure
in several contexts in earlier chapters. Fluid
pressure is a distinctive property of liquids
and gases. Perhaps you have experienced a

change of pressure in your sinuses during a

rapid descent or ascent on a mountain road
or in an airplane. Skin and scuba divers do
not have to go very deep before they expe-
rience significant pressure eff'ects. How can
we characterize pressure in a fluid?
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Pressure is defined as the force exerted
perpendicular to a unit area. If you select a

small hypothetical planar area dividing two
regions of fluid anywhere within the vol-
ume of the fluid (see Figure 17-2), the force

exerted by the fluid on one side of the planar area is equal in magnitude but op-
posite to the force exerted by the fluid on the other side of the area. The two fbrces
acting in opposite directions on different parts of the fluid form an action-reaction
force pair and cancel each other according to Newton's third law. Consequently,
at every point in a sample of fluid at rest the pressure at that point is equal in al1

directions. At the boundaries of the fluid, the container exerts a pressure on the
fluid identical to the pressure the fluid exerts on the container.
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The SI unit of pressure is the pascal (Pa). Son-re other units
of pressure are commonly used by different prot'essions. The
atmosphere (atm) was probably the earliest reference pressure.
It is the average pressure of the atmosphere itt sea level. In
piuscals.

I atm : 1.013 x lOs Pa.

While this is the accepted averir-se value for atmospheric pres-
sure. the actual value at a -9iven location u'ill vary due to factors
such as elevation. weather, and temperature.

Chemists and other scientists often use the ir, r. named after
j., :rt,r.'ii'.i r :i';-:'ir.'i.:lir, the inventor of the mercltry barometer.
This non-SI pressure unit is defined as I zoo of the pressure ex-
erted by a column of mercury 760 mm high at sea level. This

Ilensities and Specific Eravlties fur
!iome

5ubstance

Air

Ethyl alcoho[

Water

Iron

Mercury

Gotd

Selected Srrbstances
Bensitg 5pecific

Sorne news services and other
sources of u,eather reports use

inches of mercury for atrnospheric
pressure. I atm - 29.92 in. Hg.

The has no unit abbreviation.
Some references -sive the unit tbr the

torr as I torr : I nrrn Hg.

ir.rr;11r;111111i..i Ir. , ,.,,r (1608-47) was

an Italian mathematician and physi-
cist. His manv lr'orks included derir,-
in-e principles in plane and solid

-seometry. describing ballistic motion
(with Galileo). and demonstrating
that a vacuum could be formed.

Most problems in this textbook will
involve absolute pressure. Hou,ever.
in everyday lif'e you u,ill more likely
read gauge pressure. The common
system pressure unit in the United
States is pounds per square inch
(gauge). or psig.

I 7-3 A thin slob of fluid ot equilibrium

4cm' kg/m= Eravitg
0.00129 1.?9 0.00129

0.79

1.00

7.86

13.60

19.30

797 0.791

1000 1.00

7860 7.86

13 600 13.60

19 300 19.30

value was chosen because one atmosphere of pressure will support a 760 mn-r

column of mercury in an evacuated glass tube. which was the basis for the first
barometer. It should not be surprising that pressure may also be r-neasured in mm
of mercury or even inches of mercury. Atmospheric pressure is often reported by
the popLrlar media in these units.

Meteorologists are rnore likely to report atmospheric pressLrre in non-SI units
called bars or millibars (mb). A bar is 105 Pa. so

I atm : 1.013 bar : l0l3 mb.

Millibars permit the convenient reporting of atmospheric pLessures in whole num-
bers (or with only a single decimal place). A list of pressures equivalent to 1 atm.
reported in various SI and non-SI units. is provided in Appendix C.

Engincers often report pressurcs in piping s-vsterns in gauge pressure (P*).
Mechanical pressure gauges are designed so that one side of the pressure-detectin_rr

mechanism senses atmospheric pressure. and the other side senses system pressure.
When the gauge indicates zero. it still experiences I atm. Therefore, the actual pressure.

or absolute pressure (P), in the system is the system gauge pressure plus I atm.

17.4 Pressure in lncompressible Fluids
We have seen that pressure at a point in a flr-rid is the same in all directions. But
w'e also know that pressllre varies with the vertical position in the fluid. How does
this occur? Let's first look ert how pressure chan-ees with depth in a liquid.

The particles in liquids are very close to-uether. so they cannot be forced ntuch
closer together than they already are. For this reason. most liquids are essentially
incompressible to a first-order approximation, so their densities can be assumed tcr

be c:onstant throughout the bulk of the liquid.
Let's choose a vertical coordinate system with the ori-ein at the surface o1'

the liquid so that l'r : 0 m and positive is upward. Consider a sntall volume of
the liquid. a thin rectangular slab with a square horizontal face of area A ancl

thickness Ad. The top of the slab is at depth )' : clt (a negative value) beneath
the surf'ace of the liquid. The liquid has a density of p. which is consranr through-
out the liquid. The pressure at the surf-ace of the liquid is P,"r. The pressure at
depth z/r is Pa . The prcssLlre of the liquid at the bottom of the slab is f7-. rvhere the
depth is

)': ch: clr * l,cl.

(Note that Ar/ is a change of depth in the -r' direction.)
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I 7-4 Forces on the hypothelicol slob of liquid
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Par- Pa,: pg\d. (17.s)

Assuming that the liquid is not in motion, then the slab is not moving, which
means that the net force on the slab of liquid (the system) is zero. According to
Newton's first law,

)F:0N.
Recall that

":!r:A'so

F: PA.

The forces on the equal areas of the opposing sides of the slab are opposite and

equal to each other, so they cancel and do not need to be considered further. The
vertical forces acting on the slab of liquid must be in equilibrium as well. The
downward force on the upper surface at depth dr is

Iid, : -Pa,A,

and the upward force on the lower surface of the slab at depth d is

(17.1)

F6,: *P7rA. (t7.2)

There is one more vertical force to consider-the weight of the liquid in the slab
itself,

F*: mg.

The mass of the liquid is determined by the product of the liquid's density and its
volume:

m: pv

But the volume of the slab is the product of the area and the magnitude of the

change in depth (Ad is negative):

V: AlLd,: A(-Ld)

So, the weight of the mass of liquid is the expression

F, : pAg(- Ld1 : -pAg\'d, (r7.3)

which is a downward force on the slab of liquid. Referring the forces to the verti-
cal coordinate system where upward is positive, we have the force sum in the
vertical direction.

)&: F4,*F6, * F*:0N (17.4)

Substituting Equations 17.1, 17.2, and 17.3 for each force in Equation 17.4,
we have

(-Pa,A)t + (Pa,Ab + epAgA^d), : 0 N.

This is a one-dimensional problem, so we can dispense with the vector component
notation. Setting the pressure terms equal to the weight term yields

-Pd,A * P1,A: pAgLd.

Dividing both sides by the area A and rea:ranging the left side yields



Equation 17.5 indicates that the change of pressure from the top to the bottom
of any slab of a liquid is a function of only the change of the depth, since liquid
density and gravitational acceleration are assumed to be constant throughout the

liquid (a reasonable assumption). Therefore, we can calculate the pressure at any

depth d (Ld : d - 0) in a liquid using the following equation:

Pa: Pra * Pgd, (r7.6)

where d is expressed in negative scalar distances below the reference level at

the surface of the liquid, and g : - 9.81 m/s2. As you can see, pressure increases

with fluid depth. If the container with the liquid is open to the atmosphere, the

reference level il is the liquid's surface, and the pressure Pr"r : P (the atmospheric
pressure). For a closed container, P,.r fiIaY be greater or less than atmospheric
pressure.

ffi--
Ear Squeeze: A Practical Pressure-at-Depth Problem

Most people's eardrums can withstand a difference of up to 3.2 x 104 Pa

between the external pressure and the middLe ear pressure. This limitation
can be a factor when free diving in a body of water. If a freshwater lake has

a density of 1.00 x 103 kg/m3, how deep can an average person dive with-
out fear of rupturing his eardrums? Assume that middle ear pressure remains

at atmospheric pressure during the dive.

Solution:
We know that the maximum difference in pressure attowed (AP,",) is
3.2 x 704 Pa (1 Pa : t N/mz). Let Pr"r : P : atmospheric pressure.

Equation 17.6 wit[ permit us to catcutate dr.,.

APr.*:Pa-P,"r
AP,.*:(P*pgdna*)-P
APr.* : pgd^^,

Substitute the known valuqs into Equation (1)
depth:

(1)

to solve for the maximum

d^ar:
3.2 X 104 N/mz

(1.00 x 103 kg/m3)(-9.87 mls21

d*u, z -3.26 G#ffiU : -3.26 f*tlt$lfhl

d^ur1-3.26 m = -3.3 m

The average person can free dive to a depth of about 3.3 m, or about L0 feet,
without equalizing pressure in his ears and not rupture his eardrums. As a

diver approaches this depth, a painful condition catled eor squeeze occurs.

Divers avoid this condition by forcing air into their middte ears via their
eustachjan tubes in order to equalize the pressure across their eardrums.

'b
_iooo

actual

(p increases

sllghtly with

depth)

Pressure, P

l7'5 Presure vories os on esentiolly lineor function

with depth. Compression of liquids ot greot depths

couses the groph to deport from o iruly lineor

relotionship.

Change newtons to base SI units in
order to complete the cancellation.

Careful cancellation yields the

expected unit for depth.

, AP,,*
umax - pg
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rn'Eqnation 17,.'1 , e is the base of the
natural logarithm. Your scientific
calculator should provide a function
that facilitates this calculation.

The shape and volume of a container has no bearing on the pressure at a given
depth in a liquid. The apparatus in Figure 17-6 demonstrates this principle. The
variously shaped containers have the same external pressure-the pressure of the
surrounding air. When the liquid levels are the same in each container, the pressure

is the same at the same depth.

17.5 Pressure in Compressible Fluids
We saw in the previous discussion that ttre pressure at a given depth in an incompress-
ible fluid is proportional to the depth and the density of the liquid above that depth.
This is true for pressure in a gaseous fluid as well. However, the density is not constant
with height (or depth, depending on the location of the reference point) in a gas be-

cause of a gas's inherent compressibility. In fact, gas density decreases approximately
exponentially with height, so gas pressure varies the same way as long as other factors
remain constant. (Recall from Chapter 14 that the density of an unconfined gas is also
dependent on temperature as well as pressure.) In equation form, this relationship is.

(t7.7)

where P is the gas pressure at height h above the reference height, P."r is the pres-
sure at the reference height, and p,", is the gas density at the reference height. Note
that only the magnitude of g is used in the exponent.

lo,lving parenthetical state-ment is
the'exponent of the natural,expo-
nential base e. All units in the expo-
nential expression must can-ce1.

I 7-6 Poscol's voses, illustroling the principle thot fluids ol lhe some depth hove the some pressure

Mountain Sickness: Pressure in a Compressible Ftuid
What is atmospheric pressure at the top of Mt. Everest (8850 m)? Assume

that pressure at sea [eve[ is L.013 x 105 Pa, and atmospheric density does

not depend on temperature (not a realistic assumption).

Solution:
You already have the information necessary to sotve Equation 17 .7 for
pressure at 8850 m, or you can look it up.

p : p,ee-Elslh

p : (7.073x Lo5 'ul.*r[-.j39{, , Q.81. n/sz1taaso m)l' 'L 1.013 x 1o' N/m' 'J

p : (1.013 x 105 Pa)exp[-1.105 (^*Exffi)Q)rnt

p = (101100 pa)e-t.tos

P = 33550 Pa -: 0.336 x 105 Pa
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